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Jim Leftwich you said then (in 2002): i think our differences stem from marshall mcluhan and the
idea that the printed word is 'linear'// in relation to film, for example, this term i think has some
validity// but who would want to report the events of a town meeting in visual images// to call the
printed word linear is off track// 'specificity' and 'explicitness' are light years from 'linear'// to
some degree 'visual poetry' tramples on this and could even be considered a corruption
because it avoids specificity; it avoids the issues// the printed word is more complex than the
mirrors of the hubble telescope// as a medium, it is more unexplored than the edges of the



universe// i think a much better term than 'linear' to begin a discussion of the medium of printed
sentences is 'non-visual'
Unlike · 1 · Yesterday at 1:25am
Tom Hibbard ...i stand by that...
Unlike · 1 · Yesterday at 1:27am
Jim Leftwich good. i would not argue with it today.
Like · Yesterday at 1:29am
De Villo Sloan Tom Hibbard's non-linear assertion makes sense to me in the context of most
vispo.
Unlike · 2 · Yesterday at 8:19am
Write a reply...

De Villo Sloan This feedback is much appreciated! Thanks. Tom Hibbard - revisiting the classic
(typewriter art) concrete poetry, I am struck how (almost) rigidly formalist this stuff is. The conpo
was viewed as some formless, aberrant thing when actually it's more precise than, say, a
pentameter sonnet. Like Jake Berry points out, whenever I've ventured into formal sonnets or
syllabics or something related, I feel that I fall into a practice of counting w. less attention to
language. The danger is the form (structure) taking over, the reason why so much formalism
seems dead as art.
Unlike · Reply · 1 · Yesterday at 7:01am
Tom Hibbard ...De Villo and all...i couldn't get logged on to facebook most of the day...have no
idea why...except my computer might be wearing down...
Like · Reply · 14 hrs
Tom Hibbard De Villo...maybe i could write something about these ideas...are your collages
posted on the internet...i'll be having long articles on the visual writing of marton koppany and
david chirot published this autumn, which touch on what we have been talking about...
Unlike · Reply · 1 · 14 hrs
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MinXus-Lynxus, De Villo Sloan
Dec 9, 2012
During the last two years, Diane Keys has become celebrated in the Eternal Network for her
exciting work based on the Trashpo concept first pioneered circa 2005 by U.S.A. visual poet Jim
Leftwich. The classical Leftwich Trashpo pieces were composed by placing wastebasket debris
randomly on a scannerbed and then producing images. The random combinations of partial
letters and numbers, words, phrases, number combinations – most  being artifacts of consumer
and corporate culture – produced a radically disjunctive visual poetry. The Leftwich originals are
probably best described as anti-art or anti-poetry.
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Michael Jacobson, in a post to Asemic Writing: The New Post-Literate Facebook group, June
18, 2015:
"Asemic writing is a wordless open semantic form of writing. Asemic works are art pieces which
resemble writing but don't have any verbal sense; they often appear as abstract calligraphy,
illegible writing, or damaged writing."
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AfterMAF 2015 notes by
Olchar E. Lindsann

3 hrs ·

And for a final AfterMAF announcement, don't forget that all three days (Fri. July 10-Sun. July
12) in addition to the scheduled performers, additional visiting guests including Tsbs Berg, Bela
Grimm, and Julián Mathews as well as locals Ralph Eaton, Brian Counihan, Jim Leftwich, and
others will be participating live in unexpected and unchartable ways, with additional visual art,
handouts, etc. by them and Krista Faist, Sara E. Adrian, Musicmaster,Weeks Whitford, and
others--and there will be a micropress fair with chapbooks & zines available, an exhibition of
Tacky Little Pamphlets, and more!

https://www.facebook.com/events/1624141777726366/

Hosted by: Olchar Lindsann, Jim Leftwich, Wilheim Katastrof, Matt Ames, and Ralph Eaton,

Here it is, the line-up for Day 1 of AfterMAF, the three-day cornucopia of underground,
avant-garde performance, poetry, music, publications, puppet plays, group activities,
provocations, lectures, demonstrations, conversations, improvisations, and many things
in-between.

Avant-garde writers, performers, theorists and artists from around the country will converge for a
celebration of culturally anarchic, disorienting, non-commercial, communal practice--including
many long-time participants of the MAF as well as new friends drawn from the network of the
international avant-garde.

In-between the scheduled sets, visitors and participants alike are encouraged to bring their own
food to put o the grill, converse, spend time at the displays of chapbooks, zines, visual art, video



work and installation, and better yet to improvise short collaborations, experiment with
spontaneous ideas, and generally PLAY.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Day 1 begins with an informal intro to brand-new research into the early history of the
Avant-Garde, amps up in the late afternoon with sets of high-energy local performance poetry
and absurdity, and moves into the evening with fun, intimate performances by visiting artists:

All Day Starting @Noon:
Micropress Fair / Object Displays & Video Loops

1:00 pm Olchar Lindsann (Roanoke): Revenant Archive Share-and-tell

3:00 pm: Olchar Lindsann: Lecture-Reading on Avant-Garde Romanticism

4:30 pm: Swade Best, Ambre Herron, & Jonah Woodstock (Roanoke): Performance Poetry &
Uncomfortable Actions

6:30 pm: Olchar Lindsann: Sound Poems

7:00 pm: Post-Neo Mayhem (VA, NY, NJ, & OH) (Anti-Bar Vim Blat Vom Blit kuH un-itna etc.)

7:15 pm: Michael Peters (Albany, New York): Lecture on the phrase, "Bar Bar Bar"

8:15 pm: Reid Wood (Oberlin Ohio): Performance

9:00 pm: Cathy Mehrl Bennett (Columbus, Ohio): Performance Poems and Actions

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Presented by an unofficial collaboration of ex-MAF organisers and local, unfunded, DIY
individuals, groups and projects, including Art Rat Studios, the Roanoke branch of the
Post-NeoAbsurdist Anti-Family, Philosophy Inc, Collab-Fest, the Anti-Business Lounge,
mOnocle-Lash Anti-Press, TLPress, and Star City Shadow School.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Day 2 (Saturday) is a non-stop onslaught of diverse, unpredictable, joyfully disorienting Sound
Poetry and Devised Performance from near and far.

Micropress Fair / Object Displays & Video Loops / Joe Abel, Nonsalonanonathonalong 3

1:30 pm: Michael Peters (Albany, NY): Sparrow Sound Poems
2:30 pm: Bradley Chriss (Roanoke): Performance



3:30 pm: Claire Elizabeth Barratt: Skype Performance from the UK
4:30 pm: Eames Armstrong (Washington, D.C.): Performance
6:00 pm: John M. Bennett (Columbus, OH): Sound Poetry
7:00 pm: Olchar E. Lindsann (Roanoke): Sound Poetry
8:30 pm: John Thursday (Roanoke): Performance
9:30 pm: Be Blank Consort (OH / NY / VA): Simultaneous Poetry Group

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Day 3 (Sunday) brings together the diverse individuals who will have shaped the first two
days--both 'performers' and 'audience'--in various collaborative projects and experiments. It also
showcases contributions from afar by members of the extended avant-garde community who
could not make it in person, but will participate from afar by giving us all things to do in their
absence. It ends with a Brute Salon in which all of our energies will merge into something that
will probably surprise us all.

All Day starting @ 1pm:
Micropress Fair / Object Displays & Video Loops

1:15 pm: Anti-Mass & Post-Neo Prophetic Nonsense

2:30 pm: Group Activity by everyone present, devised by Jennifer Weigel (Somerville, MA)

3:00 pm: Static Puppet Play devised by Edwin Birch (Yorkshire, UK)

3:45 pm: Brian Counihan & Olchar Lindsann: Punch & Judy Puppet Play

4:30 pm: At the Moment No Idea (VA / OH): Free Improv Music & Poetry

6:00 pm: Chris Cobb, Wilheim Katastrof, & Olchar Lindsann (Roanoke): Noise, Words, & more
noise.

7:00 pm: Brute Salon: Everybody present joins in on some free collaborative improvisatory
communal madness to mark the end of the weekend!

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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John Crouse & Jim Leftwich
Acts 8276 - 8294

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SEVENTY SIX

ballet camping through: "through awareness leaves"
assistant pushing beauty: "beauty named wobbly"
handled stop babbling: "babbling terrified generally"
everyone shift hungry: "hungry civilian beans"
beans usually finger: "finger everyone handled"
civilian medicated brightening: "brightening camping pushing"
generally smell beyond: "beyond stop shift"
terrified hitching moment: "moment usually medicated"
wobbly leather happening: "happening smell hitching"
named felicity remnants: "remnants leather felicity"
leaves between loathing: "loathing between prayers"
awareness prayers dances: "dances listened smattering."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SEVENTY SEVEN

listened struggle reflectively: "reflectively the stuffed"
smattering animals selectively: "reflectively the squints"
birthmark watermark benchmark: "reflectively the front"
bitch of paradise: "reflectively the chalk"
incremental her mouth: "reflectively the ears"
ears that could: "reflectively the bitch"
chalk dram necessary: "reflectively the first"
overwhelming impervious terminology: "reflectively the even"
front of him: "reflectively the dram"
squints generosity distances: "reflectively the that"
stuffed even green: "reflectively the animals"
the first knees: "reflectively the struggle."



ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SEVENTY EIGHT

republic the sickness: "the sickness was"
individual in which: "in which lit"
they protected him: "the sickness reform"
blue yellow purple: "in which superman"
had any east: "the sickness message"
telltale basement overthrow: "in which defined"
defined it demanded: "the sickness telltale"
message was effective: "in which had"
superman irony agitated: "the sickness blue"
reform be photos: "in which they"
lit the candles: "the sickness individual"
was to be: "in which republic."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SEVENTY NINE

sagging like toughs: "sagging on rebuked"
having once detailed: "having version it"
uncles will quit: "uncles mingling narcotics"
across the street: "across jazz elephant"
elephant thumbscrew electrolyte: "elephant across uncles"
jazz whimpers treatment: "jazz having sagging"
narcotics bombshell husbandless: "narcotics like once"
mingling hand beauty: "mingling will the"
it was ordinary: "it toughs detailed"
version virgin venison: "version quit street"
rebuked for trying: "rebuked hand was"
on her belly: "on beauty ordinary."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY



airport pocket blame: "potato mourns kiss"
noun around expenses: "potato mourns peach"
doctors ask stranglehold: "potato mourns installed"
coverage potato mourns: "potato mourns terminals"
folio ducking nicotine: "potato mourns coverage"
terminals look conservative: "potato mourns noun"
gestural both excitement: "potato mourns pocket"
installed wallet newsworthy: "potato mourns ask"
blown generates statements: "potato mourns ducking"
peach knuckle particularity: "potato mourns both"
elegance through during: "potato mourns generates"
kiss frustrations overwhelms: "potato mourns through."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY ONE

soloists solstices doomed: "doomed dressed oasis"
oasis on hand: "doomed dressed tusk"
tusk evidence conversationally: "doomed dressed norms"
hellish that must: "doomed dressed cheek"
norms like prints: "doomed dressed turn"
boredom purposeful posthumously: "doomed dressed dances"
cheek a train: "doomed dressed when"
beckoned like reflects: "doomed dressed more"
captured more complicated: "doomed dressed train"
turn a travel: "doomed dressed prints"
dances when people: "doomed dressed must"
dances when dressed: "doomed dressed hand."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY TWO

considers nationalism open: "to ignore freemasonry"
sexual acorn explained: "to ignore developmental"
juice comma gerund: "to ignore creative"
population hair pressure: "to ignore broadcast"
murderers newly independent: "to ignore broom"



flounder of central: "to ignore bike"
share of strongman: "to ignore chalk"
considers punctuation doomed: "to ignore semen"
clowns don monuments: "to ignore industrial"
hexagonal scorn realigned: "to ignore glass"
killed their share: "to ignore penetrates"
to ignore regalia: "to ignore data."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY THREE

freemasonry the uncertainty: "the the regalia"
broadcast the inefficient: "the the share"
comparison the someday: "the the realigned"
professor the potty: "the the monuments"
stocked the suitable: "the the doomed"
preface the forgotten: "the the strongman"
glottis the austere: "the the central"
reprint the suture: "the the central"
napkin the dispensation: "the the independent"
unforeseeable the cemetery: "the the pressure"
informality the phobic: "the the gerund"
chalk the flippant: "the the explained."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY FOUR

developmental bitch roundelay: "ah most pus"
ah most tractor: "ego quacks we"
beans propeller worship: "ah most cozy"
ego quacks darkness: "ego quacks and"
umbrella steamship sestina: "ah most hardwired"
chemotherapy mustache cinquefoil: "ego quacks hacking"
righteous alchemy metropolis: "ah most deliberate"
beaver than ourselves: "ego quacks easy"
opinion contact function: "ah most plunges"
furniture torment dimples: "ego quacks huddle"



hail artificial embed: "ah most mirrors"
broom one strategy: "ego quacks narrative."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY FIVE

creative pus illuminates: "illuminates narrative toast"
distraction we understood: "illuminates narrative pork"
pronoun cozy amalgam: "illuminates narrative toast"
maximum and performance: "illuminates narrative pork"
desirable hardwired tiger: "illuminates narrative toast"
ergonomics hacking sourced: "illuminates narrative pork"
unfinished deliberate predilection: "illuminates narrative toast"
for easy storage: "illuminates narrative pork"
lounges plunges cranks: "illuminates narrative toast"
depending or huddle: "illuminates narrative pork"
amenities typologies mirrors: "illuminates narrative toast"
bike ha narrative: "illuminates narrative pork."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY SIX

semen toast hackles: "toast is emerging"
depth perspectives award: "pork is emerging"
channel pork mood: "pork is emerging"
directors is emerging: "toast is emerging"
please bleed slowly: "pork is emerging"
architecture the early: "pork is emerging"
pronounced metropolitan unworthy: "toast is emerging"
capital voices profession: "pork is emerging"
community consecutive everything: "pork is emerging"
consequences conned sequences: "toast is emerging"
skirt for brains: "pork is emerging"
that significant rewards: "pork is emerging."



ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY SEVEN

industrial to something: "swimming also bulbous"
beauty freelance bunches: "bunches bunches bunches"
meaningful swimming desktop: "swimming also bulbous"
ingenuity are strung: "bunches bunches bunches"
unsung corridor effulgent: "swimming also bulbous"
campus reminder relishes: "bunches bunches bunches"
circulation swallowed glassmaking: "swimming also bulbous"
galleries freewheeling casements: "bunches bunches bunches"
jewel periscopic niche: "swimming also bulbous"
vitreous the artful: "bunches bunches bunches"
accentuated cafeteria masquerading: "swimming also bulbous"
inhabitants also packs: "bunches bunches bunches."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY EIGHT

glass final sensitive: "sensitive frontiers corn"
fingernail corporate fingerstall: "sensitive frontiers knuckle"
opera gamble seaweed: "sensitive frontiers rolling"
seesaw crosscut railroad: "sensitive frontiers rolling"
goggles bullet nation: "sensitive frontiers rolling"
comparison ration speed: "sensitive frontiers speed"
queer explains ownership: "sensitive frontiers brooms"
network salvo lukewarm: "sensitive frontiers corn"
galaxy wraps colloquially: "sensitive frontiers rolling"
exchange athlete refocus: "sensitive frontiers glass"
transfer pylon theater: "sensitive frontiers skin"
typing skin frontiers: "sensitive frontiers plateau."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY NINE

penetrates panache engine: "engine sluice engine"



unrivaled corn askance: "askance brooms engine"
experience introducing donut: "engine sluice brooms"
all flowers philosophy: "askance brooms brooms"
smartphone closure hairstyle: "engine sluice sluice"
geek knuckle clambake: "askance brooms brooms"
boring rolling control: "engine sluice control"
coworkers wholly leverage: "askance brooms control"
pogroms turbulence keyhole: "engine sluice data"
carbuncle criteria plateau: "askance brooms askance"
foxes tortillas brooms: "engine sluice engine"
waxwings horizons sluice: "askance brooms brooms."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED NINETY

data instincts exasperated: "data fantasize phlegm"
fantasize pork hundreds: "data bleed noun"
bleed turnover telescope: "data falsehood data"
falsehood turnover flipping: "data data bleed"
teats online onionskin: "data fantasize crisis"
consuming as diverse: "data bleed keyboard"
information trait toothy: "data falsehood feathers"
bearded celebrate dynamic: "data data bearded"
lifetime for granted: "data fantasize policy"
gig divorce aftershave: "data bleed useless"
useless or wrong: "data falsehood composition"
and crisis situations: "data data workshops."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED NINETY ONE

composition showcases phlegm: "noun policy theater"
workshops crutches discussions: "noun policy proxy"
percussions introductions pedagogy: "noun policy chicken"
every effectiveness distinguished: "noun policy spurred"
keyboard throughout alludes: "noun policy coconut"
notwithstanding heroin teaching: "noun policy backbone"



implement generally discounts: "noun policy grapple"
noun policy stranglehold: "noun policy tractor"
cancellation to structure: "noun policy butter"
reminding hawkish correspondingly: "noun policy seaweed"
guarantees feathers solutions: "noun policy octave"
anxiety gratification inventory: "noun policy solvent."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED NINETY TWO

theatre proxy chicken: "bleep solvent rigor"
spurred lissome redneck: "bleep solvent bleep"
alcohol coconut backbone: "bleep solvent solvent"
cartwheel alchemy bipedal: "bleep solvent storyteller"
asshole grapple pigeonhole: "bleep solvent leaning"
tractor butter seaweed: "bleep solvent cigarette"
profound casket hearsay: "bleep solvent bearings"
noun adjective ashes: "noun policy bleep"
bleep octave haymaker: "bleep solvent noun"
solvent panties acumen: "bleep solvent policy"
pimple rigor forgiveness: "bleep solvent breath"
laughingstock harpoon as: "bleep solvent library."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED NINETY THREE

storyteller bucktoothed clanging: "pork brink bleep"
pork evangelical mastiff: "pork brink solvent"
leaning event cormorant: "elephant swim library"
cigarette sacristy developmental: "chalk kink breath"
bearings lemmings fingertips: "pork brink policy"
medallion sneaker cancer: "pork brink noun"
breath elephant chalk: "elephant swim bearings"
salvation swim branding: "chalk kink cigarette"
library memory kink: "pork brink leaning"
outlast taxes seething: "pork brink storyteller"
brink subtle wingtips: "elephant swim solvent"



largesse backgammon obligatory: "chalk kink rigor."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED NINETY FOUR

pathways testicle clown: "pork swim chalk"
accolades gin keystroke: "pork swim chalk"
gumdrop horseshoe footfall: "pork swim chalk"
football gumshoe waterfall: "pork swim chalk"
sunstroke incisor mustache: "pork swim chalk"
hardening publication piano: "kink brink elephant"
pioneer nonfiction feedback: "pork swim chalk"
retro lobbyist pillars: "pork swim chalk"
failures demographics collectively: "pork swim chalk"
highlight orgasm geographies: "pork swim chalk"
expenditure marginalized eyelash: "pork swim chalk"
authoritative cinquefoil breadbasket: "testicle gin horseshoe."
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Lanny Quarles added 8 new photos.

3 hrs ·

Posting for Day 4 is a poem called HAND (A poem per day for five days. Each day another new
poet is tagged, and that poet takes the baton, and also posts a poem per day, tagging other
poets along the way.This branch started with Spencer Selby to me, then I tagged Erik
Blagsvedt, and Miekal And. Today I would like to tag
Jim Leftwich, if he is amenable..

Jim Leftwich thanks for the invitation, Lanny, but i don't think i have enough facebook focus to
follow these instructions. i'd be likely to post 7 poems tonight, tag 5 people tomorrow, and then
forget to do anything for a week.
Like · Reply · 1 · 52 mins
Lanny Quarles kinda why i did it.. smile emoticon
Like · Reply · 44 mins
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Asemic Machinability
Machinability has no direct definition, like grades or numbers. In a broad sense it includes the
ability of the workpiece material to be machined, the wear it creates on the cutting edge and the
chip formation that can be obtained. In these respects, a low alloyed carbon steel is easier to
cut, compared to the more demanding austenitic stainless steels. The low alloyed steel is
considered to have a better machinability compared to the stainless steel. The concept “good
machinability”, usually means undisturbed cutting action and a fair tool life. Most evaluations of
the machinability for a certain material are made using practical tests, and the results are
determined in relation to another test in another type of material under approximately the same
conditions. In these tests, other factors, such as micro-structure, smearing tendency, machine
tool, stability, noise, tool-life, etc. will be taken into consideration.
(Machinability definition @ sandvik.coromant)
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sacs phylogenetic flint

“Closely related to the principle of the cut-up, where the intended coherence of a text is
interrupted and rearranged, the permutation involves a more mathematical variation of the
concept as exercised on a short phrase. Concurrent with his exploration of the cut-up, Gysin
discovered the permutation upon seeing in print the Divine Tautology, “I am that I am,” while
reading Aldous Huxley’sThe Doors of Perception. In my 1980s interview, he elaborated: “I saw
the phrase on paper and I thought, ‘Ah, it looks a bit like the front of a Greek temple,’ only on the
condition that I put the biggest word in the middle. So, I’ll just change those others around, ‘am
I,’ in the corner of the architrave. Then I realized, as soon as I did this, it asked a question. ‘I am
that, am I?’ And I said, ‘Wow, I’ve touched the oracle!’ SO then I turned the next one, and I said,
‘Oh, all the way along is has to do this.’ Though it was the first of his permutation poems, “I Am
That I Am” (1959) was not published till years later (in Brion Gysin Let the Mice In [1973]; a
short version appeared in Emmet Williams’ An Anthology of Concrete Poetry [1967]). The Full
version, as put through a computer by mathematician Ian Sommerville, was performed for BBC
Radio in 1960, as part of a program, ‘The Permutated Poems of Brion Gysin.’ – Back in No
Time: The Brion Gysin Reader
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Asemic Filmmaking, Vivian, Bruce Connor (1964)

Undercutting all the metaphysics, however, is "PUNK PHOTOS" (1978), a set of gritty
photographs taken in 1978 that document punk shows then taking place at an outmoded Filipino
cabaret called Mabuhay Gardens. (The venue became legendary, hosting everyone from Devo
and Negative Trend to raucous bands that would last a single night.)
Kevin Hatch on Bruce Conner at Paula Cooper Gallery, New York
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George Hunt Williamson
from Other Tongues - Other Flesh (1953)

Eventually, dictionaries will not even be used, for the Solex-Mal is a symbolic, pictographic
language. When reading it in written form, one interprets symbols instead of reading words.
Therefore, a symbol will be understood by all whether they have ever seen the particular symbol
before or not.

The following symbolic writing was received by our research group in northern Arizona in 1952.
It is believed to be written in Solex-Mal. It has not been translated as yet. Some of it is Atlantean
in character and the signatures of prominent personages are in evidence. It is evidently a
complete message in itself.

[...] http://sacred-texts.com/ufo/otof/otof08.htm#page_72

Much of the foregoing symbolism is similar to the ancient scroll writing of the Atlanteans. Every
written thought in Atlantis was a challenge to the reader's mental development and a great



variety of translations could be given to the same scrolled copy. The scroll form was used
because it is symbolic of evolution, it is ever expanding.

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Interview with Mario Pazzaglini
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/esp_vida_alien_54.htm

Patrick Huyghe: How could theories of unconscious processing explain alien writing? How could
it be "psychological noise," in other words?

Mario Pazzaglini: I studied with Roberto Assagioli in Italy and he was a friend of Jung's. As part
of his theoretical framework, he believed that people had subpersonalities that could act fairly
autonomously at times.

These personalities or complexes had access to neurological and psychological processes that
we don't have direct access to, except perhaps in some sort of creative state. So in his
therapeutic process, a system called psychosynthesis, you actively invoke various pieces of a
personality (subpersonalities) and reintegrate them into a person's functioning.

It's possible to do this. I've done it and I've taught people to do it. It's essentially the same as
teaching people to channel. First you get people into an image and you treat pieces of that
image as a representation of a certain subpersonality.

Then you name it and form a relationship with it by talking to it, saying "thank you for being
here" and such, and eventually you can get it to do tricks. And one of the tricks they will do is to
produce alphabets. They'll do anything that you want them to do.

Now whether those things become operational, or mean anything in the real world, is another
whole story.

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||



Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

10:44 AM (3 hours ago)
to marco
from Wikipedia

Asemic writing is a wordless open semantic form of writing.
The word asemic means "having no specific semantic content".

1) Asemic writing is a wordless open semantic form of writing.
When did asemic writing become wordless?
Who made the decision?
Why was it important for this kind of writing to be without words?
Does the person who made this decision know that the definition is
historically inaccurate?

2) The word asemic means "having no specific semantic content".
When did the word "specific" get added to this definition?
Who made the decision to add it?
Why was it important that the semantic content not be specific?
In this context, how is asemic writing different from polysemous
writing, or ambiguous writing?
Would it not be more accurate to define "asemic" as "having no semantic content"?

Jim Leftwich
06.26.2015
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ONGOING RESEARCH: In and Around Asemic Writing Vol. 3

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

10:14 PM
to marco, JOHN, Olchar
i still have a few more ideas for this…

06.28.2015

(no subject)

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jun 23 (5 days ago)
to Bill
have a  good trip
i'm looking forward to this festival too

http://scriptjr.nl/ongoing-notes-on-asemic-writing-jim-leftwich-2015/3336#.VYoT6npVikp

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Jun 23 (5 days ago)
to me
cool. i will print info and post at the alleged computer at the FAC/NRV
matt just emailed and asked permission to use 2 of my images for truck
he is guest editor this month
i asked that he note that these --and the ones in zoozoomophone review, upcoming-



appear'd in the pansemic playhouse.

thanks,
b

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jun 23 (5 days ago)
to Bill
there is also this
http://scriptjr.nl/asemic-pansemic-m-g-plus-why-we-continue-using-the-term-asemic-writing-even
-though-there-is-no-such-thing-j-l/3308#.VYoaB3pViko

and soon, a response to a set of questions from marco giovenale re asemia

asemic writing is now a movement.
and it is a kind of art.
and it is utterly ahistorical.

i will be part of this ongoing discussion, and i will not treat it as a popularity contest.

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Jun 23 (5 days ago)
to me
i resonate with discussions of process...

will talk with you abt how you wld like me to include all this info....as a pamphlet for ex.

see you when i return!

bb

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Jun 24 (4 days ago)
to me
what would you think of our posting  marco's piece, and have all else as additional info.?



all of it is important

anyaway, chat when i get back--& thanks

-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jun 24 (4 days ago)
to Bill
posting? posting where?

and in any case, why would i be in favor of that?

billybobbeamer@aol.com

Jun 24 (4 days ago)
to me
posted on the wall next to the computer at the exhibit at the fac/nrv
i thght that is why u sent the info

we don't need to use anything

i can just have the disks that aaron is preparing

n e waY, not to be argumentative [or seem  to be that way on a computer email],per prior
discussion-- unless i misunderstood- i thght. you were going to
provide info that i could use/post in re pasemia,
b/c a] compter drawing or driting has become ''what i do...'' in re current creations
& b] the pen-completion of my work takes place in the playhouse
[viewers complete works, assign meanings-- etc].
thus i wanted to include playhouse as part of my part of the show

so that is why i thght u wld be ''in favor of that''

not a big issue
i'm fine with anything

take care



b
-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jun 24 (4 days ago)
to Bill
you can use all of it

but not Marco's piece by itself
that's what i am not in favor of

Marco is absolutely one of my very favorite people in the whole global network of networks
and he is very supportive of what i do
but from my perspective his piece is significantly incomplete

i have been writing a lot about asemia lately
and not necessarily because i want to
but because there is no one else to do it

no one else could write this:

Text, even radical, avant-garde text, has become a weapon in the war against us, in our wars
against ourselves... in the end was the word, and the word was SHIT. What to do in such a
wor(l)d? Well, we have thought, some of those among us, more times than we can count, that
maybe the time has come to wage war against the weapons, against the weapons being used
against us... So, this is how we come to the current configurations of the concept of asemic
writing... We were thinking about creating a temporary autonomous zone deep in the crevices of
our minds... and then we were thinking about taking it to the streets. The practice of asemic
writing was to have been a small part of our training manual.

asemic writing is still part of my training manual. it is a small part, but it is an important part. i
care about how it is defined and contextualized.

billybobbeamer@aol.com

3:18 PM (11 hours ago)
to me
n'hi!

weee'rrrre back



wonderful museum visits, and generally super trip!!

i'm glad that marriage equality came on my birthday. a great gift--/ but--- we know that there is
always a ''behind the scenes,''  and not necessarily speaking from ''conspiracy theory''

but that and a lot of other shit regarding wequality, etc should  never have even been an issue...
i have been defending  gay & racial equality since highschool...[1960's] bob & bo are 2 of my
lifelong best friends... equality remains an issue b/cwe are in a challenging,let's just say  idiotic
[idiotes==not knowing, ignorant, stupid--can't fix stupid--]world... never have seen so much
religious bigotry on FB[kathy was scanning]
maybe if  ...

while i was away, kathy and  discussed the fact that the term asemia is your term, and
you--perhaps tim,too, as a compare/contrast?-- should be the one[s] to define its dimensions
and borders, however permeable ...and volatile= hey, really continue creating the training
manual, however figuratively or really u mean that
\
my asemia is for pain management [absoulutely in the crevices, interstices] and any text
considerations, of course, are part of that. ...i realize i am speaking a little differently, but my
weapons  are also against western medicine...and i took that to the streets! ----ah,yes: the pain
caused by stressors [all disease 1st enters thru the mind] by the --as u put it-- SHIT! of the
wor[l]d  and artaud said: all [''regular'']writing is pigshit/ it becomes too ''defining''
and meaningless and insulting...

i am beat after driving,but feel hopped up...

look realFW to seeing you...yrs is one of the few creative voices i hear, however much i might
misunderstand temporarily...o...
no, marco has sent a nice note or 2 to me... i like him, and like his work-- but his is not the
defining ...

gotta stop for now...hope this above makes some sense...
-----Original Message-----
From: Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
To: Bill Beamer <billybobbeamer@aol.com>

> & b] the pen- completion of my work takes place in the playhouse

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>



2:41 AM (11 minutes ago)
to Bill
i am sending you what will suffice for now for the training manual.
it is an ongoing process, primarily of compilation.
i just now completed volume 4. each volume is approximately 235 pages.

06.29.2015

ONGOING RESEARCH: In and Around Asemic Writing Vol. 6
Inbox
x

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

4:29 PM (5 hours ago)
to marco, JOHN, Olchar
my researches lead me increasingly to believe that community and communication are the most
important components of the context in which asemic writing has evolved.
Attachments area
Preview attachment ONGOINGRESEARCHInandAroundAsemicWritingVol.6.pdf
ONGOINGRESEARCHInandAroundAsemicWritingVol.6.pdf

Marco Giovenale

6:56 PM (3 hours ago)
to me, JOHN, Olchar
i agree.
& i add: the collective path is a good good one.

i mean... a "comprehensive" essay on asemic writing (or on vispo ---or anything else) written by
one person is a puerile and misleading idea (today i've read one of these attempts), while some
series or hives of voices and texts ---like the pdfs you're making--- are definitely nearer to a
trustworthy picture of the 'field'.



i don't believe a community is actually a miraculous panacea, ok, but it's easier to approach
some punctual truths paying attention to lots of voices, rather than rely on one's singular
experience and knowledge or simply piling up books and books.

that's why i quit the idea of writing 'big' essays on anything, and i preferred to collect opinions
and documents from several sources.

idem: that's why you, Jim, are now collecting the precious stuff of these pdfs. they're a great
idea.

i'll spread asap, be sure.

for now, a big hug

John Bennett

7:13 PM (2 hours ago)
to Marco, me, Olchar
Indeed, yes!

john

06.30.2015

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jun 30 (2 days ago)
to John, Marco, Olchar
Marco, i  think some of your long-term projects, like GAMM and Duchamp, are similar to my
ongoing researches.i have used your compilations for my own projects in the past. one
example: when we were working on the cowboy plays (Higgins) here i wanted to print out a
complete copy, and i was able to do that because i found it at one of your sites. i'm sure many
other people could tell similar stories. (and, John, i am also sure many people can and will tell
similar stories about  the archives you have assembled...)



another thing: while any compilation any of us puts together will have traces of our personalities
all over it -- will be on some level a personal, even subjective compilation (and i am not
suggesting that it should be otherwise) -- the very process of compiling creates a little distance
between the work, the compilation, and the ego. to make a compilation of works by others is to
say, as loudly and as clearly as is possible: this is not about me.

this kind of process is about finding out how to put oneself in the position of giving as much as
one is capable of giving -- time, energy, whatever, etc, everything, Life -- because it is at least
potentially important to others. as for ourselves, having the time, finding the time, making the
time, however that works, to do this is its own reward. at some level we wouldn't even consider
doing this kind of thing if it wasn't something we absolutely loved to do. and, when the dust
settles on  the project, we will find we have received much more than we were ever capable of
giving.

when i started editing and publishing Juxta, in 1994, i had absolutely no idea what i was getting
myself into. i thought i would like it. i thought i might learn a little about  the world of
contemporary poetry. and i thought it was something i ought to do.

i had no idea. i did not know enough to know how good it was going to be.

the same is true of when i decided at the age of 16 to put the poem in front of myself and follow
it through a life, follow it as my life. it was such a good idea, looking back to it, that i can hardly
imagine taking credit for having it.

Marco Giovenale

Jun 30 (2 days ago)
to me, John, Olchar

A g r e e e e !!!

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

07.01.2015



ongoing research vols. 8 and 9

Inbox
x

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jul 1 (1 day ago)
to marco, JOHN, Olchar
2 Attachments

Gmail virus scanners are temporarily unavailable - the attached files haven't been scanned for
viruses. Please download these files at your own risk.Learn more
Preview attachment ONGOINGRESEARCHInandAroundAsemicWritingVol.8.pdf
ONGOINGRESEARCHInandAroundAsemicWritingVol.8.pdf
Preview attachment ONGOINGRESEARCHInandAroundAsemicWritingVol.9.pdf
ONGOINGRESEARCHInandAroundAsemicWritingVol.9.pdf

John Bennett

Jul 1 (1 day ago)
to me, marco, Olchar
This project is looking like it'll be a major resource/documentation of our subculture - it's also
interesting in that it's an expansion of one of the things going on in your Six Months series -

john

On Wed, Jul 1, 2015 at 3:51 AM, Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com> wrote:
>
>

--
Dr. John M. Bennett
LUNA BISONTE PRODS
137 Leland Ave.
Columbus, OH 43214 USA

Curator, Avant Writing Collection



Rare Books & MSS Library
19 Thompson Library
1858 Neil Av Mall
The Ohio State University
Columbus, OH 43210 USA

www.johnmbennett.net
http://www.flickr.com/photos/beblank
http://library.osu.edu/sites/rarebooks/avantwriting/
http://www.lulu.com/spotlight/lunabisonteprods
http://www.flickr.com/photos/cmehrlbennett
http://johnmbennettpoetry.blogspot.com/
LOST & FOUND TIMES: https://kb.osu.edu/dspace/handle/1811/45310

Marco Giovenale

Jul 1 (1 day ago)
to John, me, Olchar
i absolutely agree.
am thinking of a second box.com folder, different from the 6months one, to store all the stuff.
hugs

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jul 1 (1 day ago)
to Marco, John, Olchar
many thanks, to both of you.
i like that idea a lot Marco.

and, yes, John, i really hope that is the case, on both counts.

Marco Giovenale

12:37 PM (23 hours ago)
to me, John, Olchar
now a series of posts is set and you'll see the links or the embedded pdfs online here and there
now or soon on next days.

embedded pdfs at http://asemicnet.blogspot.com (now online vol. 1)

links in other blogs.

i also posted the box.com links @ the facebook groups.



at "the new postliterate" fb group: links + all the 9 files (uploaded).

best

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

12:47 PM (23 hours ago)
to Marco, John, Olchar
thanks for doing this, Marco.

i will put the responses in later volumes.
the ones i see, at least...

Marco Giovenale

12:57 PM (23 hours ago)
to me, John, Olchar
wonderful...

on next days i'll also post other stuff from the web.
links to images.
i'll post them mostly at facebook and twitter.

oh.
i forgot.

i recently discovered an alternative (no-ads, open source, and not stealing personal data) social
network. it's "minds". it comes from the anonymous hacktivist group (more or less).

i'm trying to get in and to understand how it works. but i'm not sure i like it.
it gives you "points" (more points, more 'visibility').

ok, it's no ads. it's open source. it takes care of your privacy. lovely.
but it also 'rates' you and puts you in a definitely non-debordian state of mind, in which you risk
to get obsessed by visibility and points.

i feel like i'm a businessman there, only appreciated when i 'sell' (=show) images, posts, etc.

if people see me i exist. if i post more, they see me more.

competition. capitalism. the like. that shit.

i think i'll definitely log out of that game.



facebook isn't different, yes, and it also steals my data. but it doesn't pretend to be different.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

1:39 PM (22 hours ago)
to Marco, John, Olchar
the links to images will be great, thanks again!

that new social network doesn't sound like much of an improvement.

facebook is shit, we all know that, but we can use it at least a little for some of our purposes. at
this late stage of  the game that kind of arrangement no longer surprises us.

John Bennett

2:57 PM (21 hours ago)
to me, Marco, Olchar
I put a link to the BOX site on FB, for what it's worth.....................

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

3:03 PM (21 hours ago)
to John, Marco, Olchar
asemic writing has a presence on facebook. the box site might get some attention there.

07.02.2015

ONGOING Vols. 10, 11, & 12

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jul 2 (1 day ago)
to marco, JOHN, Olchar
one more for sure, already started, and that might be it... might be.



Marco GiovenaleJul 2 (1 day ago)
Wow . I'll put them online asap!

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jul 2 (1 day ago)
to Marco, John, Olchar
thanks marco

#13 is almost finished.

07.03.2015

Ongoing Research Vols 13, 14, 15, 16

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

2:04 AM (20 hours ago)
to marco, JOHN, Olchar
i thought of a couple more things...

Vols 17, 18, 19, 20, 21

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

11:14 AM (11 hours ago)
to marco, JOHN, Olchar
...



So, this is how we come to the current configurations of the concept of asemic writing... We
were thinking about creating a temporary autonomous zone deep in the crevices of our minds...
and then we were thinking about taking it to the streets. The practice of asemic writing was to
have been a small part of our training manual.

Vols 22, 23

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

11:16 AM (11 hours ago)
to marco, JOHN, Olchar
The practice of asemic writing was to have been a small part of our training manual.

Marco Giovenale

2:11 PM (8 hours ago)
to me, John, Olchar

I'll put all online, of course, asap.
great job. all the infinite connections will find their path, and the readers will find many paths to
the connections.

très bon

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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... the heart is a leaf ...
-Pablo Neruda

3 voices: John M. Bennett; Jim Leftwich,
Six Months Aint No Sentence, Book 107, 2015;
Ivan Arguelles, "anabasis xiii" 2015.
----and Leftwich again
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-Pablo Neruda

4 voices: Bennett Leftwich Arguelles Neruda.
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-Pablo Neruda

4 voices: Bennett Leftwich Arguelles Neruda.
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5 voices: Bennett Leftwich Arguelles
Neruda & Chestnut-Crowned Babbler Bird.
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-Pablo Neruda

5 voices: Bennett Leftwich Arguelles
Neruda & Chestnut-Crowned Babbler Bird.
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Jim Leftwich

June 26 at 3:07am ·

edited by Tim Gaze, 2010

asemic movement 3 [2011]
ISSUU.COM
asemic movement 3 [2011]
asemic movement is a free, electronic journal intended to disseminate asemic writing & related
ideas internationally
ISSUU.COM
Like · Comment · Share

Kefas Tidio'ay Dios, James Gardiner, Jeaan-claude Gagnon and 10 others like this.
1 share
James Gardiner hi jim might you consider some of cy twombly's work asemic writing
http://www.cytwombly.info/twomblygallery.htm
404 Not Found
CYTWOMBLY.INFO
Like · Reply · Remove Preview · 35 mins
Jim Leftwich no. i consider it visual art. i don't consider it any kind of writing. he is a precursor to
the contemporary practice of quasi-calligraphic aesthetic experimentation (which i also consider



a kind of visual art, and not any kind of writing). asemic writing does not exist in the art world. it
exists in the world of experimental writing, and has since 1997. before that it did not exist at all
(much in the same way that surrealist writing did not exist in the 19th century). precursors and
parallels are always present in relation to anything that happens in any of the arts. the work of
Cy Twombly is a good example of this.
Like · Reply · 9 mins

James Gardiner thank you for your eloquent and timely response
Like · 2 mins
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John Crouse & Jim Leftwich
ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED NINETY FIVE

likeness floral dawning: "election playhouse menu"
drawing gathers library: "carving opinions probability"
soulful and intelligence: "declared hamburger census"
charcoal assembled preening: "communal octopus charbroiled"
declared media lovely: "soulful bargain wax"
probing cheese decriminalized: "soulfu lbragai wnax"
openings wax customer: "cheese dawning media"
scandalously bargain cucumber: "likeness assembled mantra"
craving octopus shoulders: "floral bumpers allege"
menu communal younger: "gathers dictionary irregular"
playhouse census allegiances: "storefront overlooking library"
election hamburger bumped: "liberated cities unmistakable."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED NINETY SIX



welcomes pulled unmistakable: "bookmark dictionary storefront"
haunted moment elsewhere: "seethe irregular mask"
crisis rebel occupied: "elk felt trademark"
arrived invents thought: "shoulders contacted prisoners"
bookstore noun national: "fetal bookstore crisis"
publishing remembered oblivious: "swivel logjam longterm"
prisoners beginning curtains: "romance haunted encouragement"
contacted lose canoe: "frenetic normalcy biplane"
make encouragement paddling: "octopus pillowcase fandom"
storefront liberated anymore: "canoe noun none"
irregularly cities slack: "no noon non"
dictionary overlooking discretionary: "national invents pie."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED NINETY SEVEN

libido cruller faceplate: "outlast cantilever plaster"
gentian boondock encyclopedic: "moon cartoon chief"
askance poops vignette: "ballast cantaloupe vanish"
carping doldrums ecclesiastical: "varnish china chin"
mother octopus rundown: "back space back"
accordion pogrom plentitude: "back backspace space"
fetal biplane bipedal: "space backspace back"
elk romance lubricate: "lubricate bipedal plenitude"
cracker normalcy fandom: "muscle werewolf fandom"
shoulders logjam yawns: "lawn normal ilk"
seethe fiduciary crampon: "ounce cheese chalk"
bookmark swindle pillowcase: "pounce sneeze talk."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED NINETY EIGHT

bombast ounces porn: "song bench bean"
chief cheese treacherous: "long wrench bean"
disco chalk harpoon: "werewolf quench bean"
cartoon strings werewolf: "back yard back"



commode parenthetical muscle: "boom bust baste"
worst backspace fingerlings: "worse horse hoarse"
moony vanish tourniquet: "curse hearse hoist"
plaster albatross ecumenical: "curse cur curd"
where is china: "in to partly"
cantilever cantaloupe cantankerous: "partly in to"
stooge harpsichord ballast: "partly too in"
outlast kinks referendum: "two in partly."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED NINETY NINE

in the backyard: "in the xurse"
to the bulletproof: "in the cursd"
partly fueled by: "in the song"
a little easier: "in the bench"
left in the: "in the bean"
to watch the: "in the vean"
and two nannies: "in the beab"
things work out: "in the long"
hard to transition: "in the wrench"
has been known: "in the barn"
a bench near: "in the barb"
own song plays: "in the bard."
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